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I. INTRODUCTION
The defining features of a rail gun are (See Figure 1) a pair of conducting rails
and across them a conducting armature. Electric current is passed through the ra;Is and
armature so that the magnetic fle!d produced by the current in the rails (cnd possibly in
auxiliary field coils) interacts with the current in the armature. The resulting Lorentz
force (jxB) tends to accelerate the armature away from the end of the rails at which the
current is introduced.
Practically, two kinds of armature have been used, electric arc plasma(1,2) and
solid conductors(3-7). In most projectile accelerators, the projectile is itself conductive
and serves as the armature. In our gun, the projectile is nonconductive (usually nylon)
and the armature that drives it is an arc plasma(B). This circumvents the pr:.,blem of
ohmic heating in the projectile.
In our experiments, the gun itself is anywhere from three to eight inches or so
in length and consists of a pair of metai rails,'usually copper, sandwiched between two
insulating slabs. The _,suiting barrel can be made to have either a square or circular cross
section.
With guns of this kind and no auxiliary Field, we have Gccelerated r/Ion
proiectiles to the velocities l is_tedbelow:
Weight of Projectile Shape Velocity
0.01 mg Roughly Spherical 10.3 km/sec
O. 6 mg Cubic 3.7 km/sec
2.4 mg Spherical 6.0 km/sec
5 mg Cube 5.8 km/sec
31 mg Cube 5 to 6 kin/see
37 mg Spherical 4.8 km/sec
In each case except the first, the projectiles were single and fitted snugly in
i the barrel. The 10.3 km/see, was achieved by a drag technique.
The system used consistsof a 28 k jou!e, 142pfd corl_en:_er b_nk, which is
discharged by a triggered spark gap either directly into the gun .._rinto an impedance
matching pulse transformer giving peak currents up to 700 k a_p at ringing ffequeblcies
as high as 25 k c. The arc is initiated by a small bit of aluminum foil behind the
projectile and travels the entire length of the gun dur;ng the fir._.thalf-cycle o_"the
discharge. When a pulse transformer is used, about three fourths of the bank energy
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is dis_._patedin that time. Of the total bank energy, however, at most about 3% goes
into the kinetic energy of the projectile.
Besides this simple system, we have also tried two-stage and acxiliary field
systems, for which we have a second independent, 28 k joule, 144_ fd condeser bank
and a second pulse transformer. Although high velocities were acl_ieved by these
means, in no case did the)" equal those quoted above.
Routine diagnostics included mc,gnetic fiu_: loops very close to the barrel to
record the progressof the arc, a photoelectric muzzle-watcher to record the appearance
of the luminous arc plasma at the muzzle (this always coincides with the current front
as determined by the flux loop at the muzzle as has been observed by ether researchers(9)),
a flux loop to record the total instantaneous current, and transit time and crater depth
measurements to determine velocity, tn a few experiments, we measured directly the
voltage across the muzzle and breech of the gun to determine the resistive voltage of
the arc :._d the rate of change of flux in the gun.
In the rall gun acceleration of plasmas, velocities upwards of 100 km/sec have
been achieved( 1,2)'. Offhand, one would, with some modesty, hope to u_e the same
techniques and more energy to achieve somewhat lower velocities for small proiectiles.
However, because even a 1 mg nylon sphere has an areal massdensity 106 times that
of the usual rail gun plasma bodies (10 gm/cm2 versus 10jlgm/cm 2) the ma._neti¢
pressure required to produce the same acceleration in the projectiles as in the plasmas is
correspondingly higher.
The magnetic fields needed for such large accelerations are of 1he order of a
megagauss. The ohmic heat per unit volume produced by such high fields (turned on
fast enough to be contained by good conductors) is sufficient to melt the current carrying
portion of the rails(4): and momentum then goes into the molten rail material. Also the
pressuresare so high that the rails suffer plastic flow.
_Smaller accelerations of ionger duration over greater distance leads to:
I (1) greater lossof energy into masssputtered off the rails by current carrying ions,
and (2) heating of even a nonconducting projectile by the arc through thermal
condL,- _,n.
The auxiliary field systemswas an attempt tc solve this :_ilemma.
Another limitation is that, for high maa,etlc pressures, current begins to flow
Ln ffontof the projectile as wel! as behind. _'he forward arc runs away from the
p:'ojectile and at the same time grows at the ..:pense of the one behind. The force on
the rear arc is therefore diminished with the net effect of a Iowe_ projectile velocity.
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Therehave beentwo general approachesto this problem. One hasbeen to try
to understarJ and control this phenomenon,the other to concede its inevitability and
t_'accelerate the projectile by drag.
In the Followingsections, we present the theory behind both approaches, the
relevar_texperimental results, and, basedupon these, our recommendationsfor future
work. Appended to this is a detailed descriotion of the novel equipmentand techniques
developed in the courseof theseexperimen's.
4
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SYMBOLS
-,-, is of the order of
somethingof the order of
/o,_, r Z_ /_, z_/°, /_ ._ see Figure 1
magnetic induction
instantaneouscurrent
Tp peak current
,) current density
L' inductance per unit length
,/vj massof the projectile
"_'_I mass-inputper unit charge
'r-a_% radiusof the outer electrode of a coaxial rail gun
S surfaceof integration
t time
V velocity of the arc
V volume of integration
"I unit tensor
skin depth
o- electrical conductivity
angular frequency
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II. OPERATION OF THE RAIL GUN
A. THE LORENTZ FORCEON THE ARC
The Lorentz force on an arc in a rall gun without an auxiliary field
can alway- '_ewritten as _ Z'.Z "=" , where _.7-is the instantaneoustotal current in
the rails, andZ-" is someinductance per unit length. The total momentumproducedby
th;s force will then be i_z'Z'"d f If Z" is nearly constant in time, anJ if we
know its value, we have a ,.ery useful expressionfor the momentum in termsof an easily
measuredquantity, .Z" . In general this will not be the case, because Z" is dependent
on the current distribL'tion in the rails, and, except in special cases, for example, the
case of infinitely thin wire rails, this current distribution will vary with time in an
unknown way.
Fortunately, the rail gun consideredhere falls under one of those
special cases, at least to an approximation, and we can get an estimateof Z/ by means
of the Maxwell stresstensor, B_-_-A8/'_._ _ is the unit tensor) in the following way.
The Lorentz force on an arbitrary volume, V , is given by
F =Sj-," gIy
= O)7,
where -_ is the surface enclosing V, and _" is outward. For S (See Figure 1)
we take the truncated spherical surface._ of radiusr centered about the arc and the
disc P perpendicular to the axis of symmetryat a distance _ from the arc. The
integral over _ is the Lorentzforce on the portion of the rails enclosedby G and
upon the arc.
We now let _ go to infinity. On ._, _ is proportional to yr-*.
Therefore, the integral on _ is proportional to Vr'= and goes to zero. _lp is now
the entire plane. For z',_¢/_ , the forward componentof the Lorentz force will be
given by the integral Of_o_'t'_ I * over this plane. The integral of _-_S" will
be negligible for the following reasons. ,_,, is due solely to the current in and near
the arc, so that
.2S Z',/ *"
-,-,u, ./ (2)
6
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On the other hand, in the gap
/._/-'_,,. T-/J so that" (3)
' ._. ,_,__T._
If one compares the approximate expressions in (2) and (3), one sees that for z'_>>Te,
.jp"/,,.-J-_t _','/_. car_ be igno,ed, and tha_ the total forward force on the rails and arc
is g_ven b I
The forward force or, the rails alone is given by
,_he_e z_/c is the cross section of the rails, _ is the surface of the rails, and _,._ is
from the rails. The forward force on the arc, t_.._,: is just _,/- Ft.e;/_outwardr_OW
art
•"
The first integral in Equation (5) i_.the external magnetic energy per unit length behind
the arc.
In the,-case of an azimuthally symmetrical discharge in a coaxial-cylinder
rail gun, the first integral is iust.___ - -. r./.-r, which is just _-_Z''-times the geometric
external inductance. The second integral is zero in this case, because both-_z and
_f..-,_ are zero. Therefore, for azimuthal" symmetry, _-" "isjust the geometrical
external inductance per unit length, independent of the radial distribution of the
..,renv i_ the elect,'odes.
The same result holds for the previously mentioned special case of
ir_fir ;,*ely thin wire rails and for 'he case of infinite conductivity. This can be derived
from Equation (4) or from the conservation of energy and Faraday's Law, Both of these
derivations depend on the faro" _hc_t, in these special cases, me volume of the current
7
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carrying region of the rails is zero. In one case we have a llne cu_,ent, in the other
a surface current distribution. 1his meansthat._ will be p_rallel to _r_ (_._S_= _,,).
,_f will be zero, and, therefore, both integro!s in Equation (4) _,ii be zero. From
the point of view of Faraday's Law, it meansthat we can speak of the magnetic flux
through the circuit, which is not possible if flux penetrates a current carrying volume of
finite extent.
in the c_2seof interest, the discharge is not azlmuthally symmetrical, the
crosssectional size of the rails is comparable to the size of the gap sothat the rails can-
not be consideredinf'nitely thin, and the electrical skin depth in the rails for typical
transit times is consider:b!e compared to the other dimensionssothat the raidscannot
offhand be consideredoT infinite conductivity. Near the arc, lines of induction which
cut the rails becauseof their finite conductivity have componentsboth normal to the
sbrface of the rails andalong the z-direction. Therefore, the secondintegral in
Equation(5) may no longer be negligible.
In order to esHmatethis integral, we again make useof the fact that,
away from the arc, only the current in.the arc and not the current in the roils contributes
to ._z • -JPz will, therefore, be roughly prooortlonal to the inverse squaredistance from
the arc,//_ _ , and to the sine of the angle between the rail-surface normal and the
radius vector from the surface 1othe center of the arc. Thissine is approximately j/zz
sothat _z is proportional to _..e. At a given distance, :- , from the arc, the width of
the area on the rails cut by _' will be the skin depth, d" , correspondingto the time for
the arc to travel that distance. Letting v' be the veloci_ of the arc and _ the
conductivity of the rails, we have
v ,e,_._ r /.,.. 'ffZ (6)
If we let the first integral in Equatlol_(5) be --'_'_,Z_-_ and the secondintegral a correction
to it, then, whatever the exact valu_ of z.s is, it _vill be roughly true that Z"_v,_ ,
and near the gap, /_/~j_.
Substitutingtheseexpressionsinto Equation(6), we have
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Putting in the typical values
= 1.5 mm
// = 5 km/sec
= 5.8 x 107 mho/rn for copper
we have //_/*_'_"O.IM.
This is the order of magnitude of the fractional correction that will have to be made
in the expression for the Lorentz force derived from the first integral of Equation (5).
From the above calculation, we see that, for copper, it is Rerhapssmall enough to be
neglected. For steel with a conductivity of, say, 5.8 x 106 mho/m, the correction
is about 0.12, perhaps large enough to be considerable. (See Table ! for electrical
resistivities of rail materials_.
As iong as this correction is not too large, the skin depth at _ will
be small enough so that we " " " _' "c_n get a fatr approxlmat=on to Z from the h_gh frequency
inductance per unit length. F.venfor _<_'_I , this may still be somewhat inaccurate
because the surface current distribution in'_his problem is not exactly that of the steady
state alternating current problem. However, when it is accurate enough, the high
frequency inductance per unit length can be measureddirectly in a ringing circuit or
indirectly by meansof a two-dimensional electrical analog.
To summarize, the korentz force on the arc is given by
I
w,-,,,re,.ro,,oh,. . ,.,,,,t',,no,ho ,--is a correction of the order of the ratio between the skin depth near the
to the width of the gap.
B. MASS-INPLIT LIMITATION ON THE PROJECTILEVELOCITY
The momentumas calculated from Equation (7) usingthe measured
values of/_" and .Z- is actually about three timesgreater than the massof the
projectile times its measuredvelocity: even when only a single arc filament is
observed.As a tentative explanation for this we proposeda mass-input to the arc
proportionalto the total charge throughthe arc. This is the sortof thing one would
expect if ion sputteringw_re taking place(11).
9
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Table I
IMPORTANT PHYSICAl. CHARACTERISTICSOF
ELEMENTAL RAIL MAYERIALS
Self
Total hea_ sputtering
content 20°C yieJd at
through M.P. 200 ev* Electrical Tensile
Atum;c k[oule a m u Resistivity Strength
Ele_nt Number _ ion ,_ cm 103 psi
Be 4 6.9 11 4.3 50
C 6 ,>I 5.0 0.4 800 -
Mg 12 I. 9 8 4.6 30
AI 13 2.; 8 2.8 40
Ti 22 7 6.0 I I 3.2 100
V 23 b. 6.7 17 25 100
Cr 24 _ 12.0 37 13 60
Fe 26 9.2 34 10 ! 00
Co 27 ; 0.5 39 9.8 100
Ni 28 9_2 43 7.8 160
Cu 29 5.6 61 I. 7 70
Zn 30 2. I 35 5.8 30
Y 39 _>3.5 24 65 20
Zr 40 ,> 5. I 20 39 I00
Nb 41 ,> I 0.0 20 14 50
Mo 42 > 11.0 31 5.7 60
Ru 44 ,> 10.0 38 7, _ -
Rh 45 ,> 8.5 52 4.5 100
Pd 46 6.8 98 10.8 40
Ag 47 _' 3.3 127 1.59 40
Hf 72 _ 5.0 33 36 100
Ta 73 11.0 33 12.4 150
W 74 >12.0 28 5.5 200
Re 75 15.0 46 19. I 150
Os 76 11.0 54 9.5 150
Ir 77 11.0 88 5.3 -
Pt 78 8.2 97 .o.8 50
Au 7'9 5.4 171 2.2 20
*Not much data exists on the sputtering ef cathodes by ions of the same
element; therefore, the self-sputterlng yields listed here have been based
on data far sputtering by noble gases(10). Since sputtering ot those
energies is thougl_t to be pr,_ominantly a momentumtransfer proce,_s,the
yield for each element has been taken from the data for the noble gas of
most nearly someatomic weight(11).
10
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For experiments without an impedance matching transformer, rhe
current had the form of a slightly damped sine wave. Putting _',_ si_'# for the
current,/_ for the massof the projectile, and _r for the mass-input per unit charger
we get the following expression for velocity
v= !81
by equating the momentumof the proiectile and arc plasma io the momentum calculated
from Equation (7).
Figure 2 showsa plo! of position versus time basedon Equation (8). The
curve was made to fit through a set of experimental point_,by setting _- = 4,6 Cu atoms/
ion. In order to show the seriousnessof inc!uding massinput, another curve with _z = 0
was arbitrarily made to fit through the experimental point at 30,/..fsec by setting Z" equal
to about one-third its measuredvalue. It is very unlikely that the measurementof /_"
could be so much in error, but, even if it were, the _urve for _- = 0 sti!l has the wrong
shape. It, therefo,e, seemsthat phenomenologically, at least, a charge prope_tional
mass-input describes the situation. The following section indicates how the description
may be more than phenomenGIogical.
1. Ion Sputtering
According to Thorn, Norwood, cmd Jalufka, the current in a
plas,na rail gun is carried equally by ions and electrons(12). When the ions impinge on
the cathode, they dislodge atoms of the cathode metal (this orocess is called sputtering),
someof which are ionized near the anode and then serve as charge carriers. Therefore,
-egardless of what kind of atoms were initially present in the arc, it eventually becomes
loaded u2 with _tems of cathode material.
The number of atoms sputtered per ion impac_ is roughly
I_'oportional to the translational energy of the _mpacting ion. An estimate can be made
from the total resistive voltage across the arc. This has an average value of about 200 v
by actual measurement. Current carrying copper ions impinging on the copper cathode
with the c_rresponding energy of 200 ev would sputter roughly 0.9 copper atoms/ion
(61 atomic massunits; _ee Table 1).
11
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Figure 2. Distancevs Time For the Projectile
Theoreticai and Experimental
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2. Ohmic Skin Heat:ng
During the transit of the arc down the rail, cur'ent and
magnetic field diffuse into the rail due to the finite conductivity o; the rail material.
As we will show, the average energy density deposited by ohmic heating in the ;egion
of the arc is approximately the magnetic energy density in the gap. If this energy
density is greater than the heat content of the rail material from its initial temperature,
say, room temperature,f to just above its melting point, then rail material will be
melted in that reglon('_). Since there is a for,yard component of the Lorentz fo._ce
on the rails near the arc, this molten material will be carried forward and wlil.
therefore, contribute to the massof the arc-projectile system. (Although heating
continues in the rails behind the arc, the Lorentz force is outward, and the molten
material there will only be pressedagainst the rails, not carried forward )
The heating ,n the region of the arc is determined as follows.
The average oower per unit volume is S'_/_'where / is the average current density
and _ the conductivity. The volume under consld_ration has the thickness of the
rails, ,_ , and an a,,erage depthS, the electrical skin depth corresponding
to the"rength of time, _, for the arc to travel its own Jength. The current density
is, therefore ('-T_2_A,_-/._'/" , where 1" is the total current° The average power
is/_,_..Z'_,,_/__ , which is roughly the magnetic energy density in the gap, as stated.
For "
._ = 200 k amp and
= 1 . 5 ram,
///.._"I'r _., 10 k joule/cm 3
The averages above are very loosely defined, and the
consequent results are only good to an order of magnitude. The actual heating will
depend upon the details of the current distribution in the rails. Even so, one can see
from Table 1, that thls is the right order of magnitude to melt the current carrying
part of the rail.
From flux loop data, we have a typical value for "/"of
10,_ sec. The corresponding electrical skin depth is 0.7 mm, and the thermal depth
is 0.03 ram. It would, therefore, be impossible for the heat generated to dissipate
by conduction during the passageof the arc. The appearance of the rails after the
shot bears this out. In fact, for a steel rall with 8 rail copper cladding, the entire
copper face was melted in the region of hlghest current. The total amount of copper
melted over a 6 cm length has a massof f,'om 0.1 to 1 gin. Ten or so milligrams o_:
this carried forward against the projectile would account for the mass-input effect.
13
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For a given energy density the amount of mate. ial mei)ed witl
increase in direct proportion to the skin depth and hence the s2uare root of the
resistivity in the rail material. In addition to the decrease in inductance, this may have
contributed to the poorer performance of steel compared to copper even thou3h the steel
rails showed lessdeformation.
C. MECHANICAL EFFECTS
1. Lorentz Force On The Rails
In the region behind the arc, the Lorer,tz _'orcedensity
is outward from the gap in the plane of the rails. The equivalent pressureat the gap
surface of the rails is just the magnetic energy density in the gap For the case described
in the last section, this is a pressureof about 106 psi, enough to cause plastic flow in the
solid rail material.
In addition to plastic flow at the gap surface, the Lorentz
force causesgrossmotion of the rails in the lateral direction. Since the rails are
restrained in this direction by _lts or steel dowel pins, this motion causesplastic flow
of the rail around the bolts.
The appearance of the rails after the shot shows that
considerable plastic flow and gross motion olr the rails do occur. Depending upon the
rail material, the peak current, and upon the insulator, which serves to prevent relief
perpendicular to the plane of the rails_ the gap may be enlarged by a factor of 2 or 3.
The effect of this spreading is to lower the Lorentz force on the arc. This can be seen
either as " decrease in inductance or, equivalently, a drop in magnetic pressuredue to
expansion.
2. The PressureA_d Length Of The Arc
The arc is contained at the front by the inertial forces of
the proiectile and of its own mass, from l he sides by the rails and insulator, and from
behind by what may be thought of asa magnetic Fxessure, (typically 106 psi). In the
steady state, the ordinary kinetic pressure in the arc will just balance this magnetic
pressure. For temperatures of 10 to 100 ev thi_.corresponds to the following:
1022 to 1021 atoms/cm3 particle density
1 to . 1 gm/cm3 massdensity
Given the massof the arc and the crosssection of the
bGrrel, the arc length is completely specified by this density. Flux loop measurements
14
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give this length as very roughly 1 cm. The corre_pondlng mass _ange is 2 to 20 rag,
consistent with the observed mass-input limitation.
1he mechanical effect of the arc pressure is to stress the
insulator over the a-c. This stress is followed by another due to the plastic deformation
of the rails, as described above. One-half inch thick cloth-phenolic ;r,s._.!_._orshave
been broken into two pieces along the barrel by t_is shock. Melamine-glass cloth
laminate blocks, which we nc_v use, show some separation of the laminations but seem
to be more than strong enough to withstand the pressures in the present current regime.
This sort of failure helps to lower the Lorentz force on the arc by allowin.9 the rails
to spread.
D. SPLITTING OF THE ARC
In the ideal operation of the rail gun, as we first _maglr,ed it, the
projectile would ,qt _ightly in the barrel, the arc would be confined behind the projectile,
and, therefore, the projectile would have to move at least es fast as the center of mass
of the whole arc-projectile system. By increasing the current, the velocity of the center
of massand, consequently, of the projectile would have to increase.
Early in the last contract, it became apparent that even as little as a
3% looseness of fit could red,Jce the velocity by one-half. All projectiles were there-
after made to fit tightly, with the result of veioclties as high as 6.0 kin/see. The position
of the arc verses time as determined from magnetic flux !oop data showed that the arc
was remaining behind the projectile.
On the basis of these results, an impedance matching transformer was
built to increase the current and, we expected, the veioc;ty. Instead, what happened
was that, after a point, an increase in current led to a decrease in velocity (See Figures
3 and 4).
An improved magnetic flux !oop technique (See Appendix A) has revealed
a phenomena which may explain vhis. Figures 5 through 20 are plots of the position of
the arc versus time, the flux loop data from which they were taken, -Jnd the corresponding
projectile-veloclty data. They show, in every case except experiment 2.10-1 (Figures
13 and 14), that two arcs were present, one moving fast_.r than the projectile and the
other, behind it, moving at the same speed as the projectile or slightly slower. The
vt.loclty data is consistent with the interpretation that the projectile is somewhot in front
s_ the slower arc.
In all but experim*,nt 3-1 (F;gure_ l q and 20), the projectile was initially
some few centimeter_ in front of the aluminum foil used to start the arc. This was done
15
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Peak Current
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Figure 4. Projectile Velocity
vs Peak Current
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Figure 8. Magnetic Flux and Projectile Velocity Data
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Figure. 14. Magnetic Flux and Proiectile Velocity Data
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so that we could observe clearly nny change in behavior when the arc reached the
projectile.
The observed result is that, at first, a well defined front, behind which
current flowed moreor lessuniformily over several centimeters behind the front, moved
forward with c velocity of 10 or 12 k.'n/sec just as in experimentswithou, a projectile.
When this fror.t reached the positionof the projectile, a secondarc formed in front of
the projectile. The velocity of the first arc drcppedto zero and gradually increased to
a velocity of the order of 4 km/sec. At the sametime the secondarc accelerated to a
higher velocib,, and the current in it increasedfrom a very small fraction of the total
to roughly half or more by the time it reached the muzzle. Furthermore, insteadof a
uniform current distribution, both arcs became rather well defined filamentsof lessthan
a centimeter in extent. The separationof the two arcs grew from lessthan 1 cm to
between 3 and 4.5 cm. Thisphenomenonis especially clear in Figures5 lhrough 7.
The effect of this secondarc is to decrease the Lorentz force on the
first and hence on the projectile. Themagnitudeof the effect can be estimated as
follows. The total force on both arcs is the sameas on a single arc, namely, _ ZI.._7"*.
If the forward arc is far enoughfrom the other, the force on it is just --L_/."_Ts'_ ,
where .LT', is the current throughthe forward arc. The {orce on the rear arc is, there-
fore, _ _,'_T-'-j_/*) and the fraction of the force lost to the rear arc just f.Z-i/_) _ .
For rl = _ .Z'_as observed, the fraction of the force lost is one-fourtho
An explanation for the inversedependence of velocity on current . ',
termsof thisphenomenonis that before a certain critical current is r_ached no _ • _d
arc formsand the projectile is accelerated according to the considerationsof
Section II. B. After this critical point, a secondarc grows, and the net effect of
increasing the current is to increase the predominanceof the first arc over the second
at the expenseof velocity. Experiments2.10-1 at 250 k amp, 2.19-4 at 310 k amp,
and 2.12-2 at 390 k amp (See Figures13-18) are consistentwith this. In the experiment
at 250 k amp, only one arc appears, at the high currentstwo.
Two kindsof explanation have been offered for the appearanceof the
secondarc. In one, the initial conductive path in front of the projectile is provided
by the ionized shockfront due to the motionof the projectile or by the front surface
of the projectile itself, in the other, by plasma leaking around the projectile. The
evidence is ambiguousbut favors the latter explanation.
In the seriesof experiments_epresentedin Figure 2! various amounts
of aluminumfoil were usedto initiate the arc, and an optimumof 7 mgwasfound
for a given gun at a given peak current. The time required for current to diffu,..e
from the back to front of a wad of this massdue to the finite conductivity of aluminum
is of the order of 40/#sec. One can imagine that until current d.=ffusesthrough the
34
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wad, itacts as an impermeable sabot against the arc plasma, however, beyond the
optimum massof aluminum, nothing further is gained in sealing the barrel, and any
additional massdecreases the velocity by absorbing momentum.
Experiments 1.27-2 and 1.29-1 (Figures 5-8) were done with the gun
of Appendix D without epoxy sealant. This left a small channel at each corner of the
projectile, through which plasma could leak. Experiment 2.10-1 (Figures 13 and 14)
was with the samegun except with the epoxy and, so, with the projectile completely
sealing the barrel. In 1.27-2 and 1.29-1, we see two arcs, in 2.10-1, only one.
Also, the projectile velocity is about 10% higher with the sealed barrel.
Thesetwo groups of experiments tend to support the plasma leakage
explanation. The following experiments are lessclear.
Experiments 1.29-1, 2.4-2, and 2.4-1 (Figures 7-12) were done at
pressuresof 760, 38 and . 14 mm Hg, respectively. In all of them, two arcs appeared.
The single arc before reaching the projectile and the forward arc afterwards had
progressivelyhigher velocity with decreasing pressure, in agreement with a seriesof
experimentsunder the previouscontract. The projectile velocities had the opposite
dependenceon pressure.
If the ionized shock front were providing the initial conductive path
before the projectile, one would expect that the numberof ion,;and hence the
conductivity would go downwith pressure,that the formationof ti_esecond arc would
be inhibited, and that the projectile velocity would increase. On the oth_ hand, it
is hard to explain the decrease in velocity by the plasmaleaka!:_e. Possiblythe air
bl.fore the projectile reducesthe rate of plasmaleakage.
In experiment3.1-1 (Figures19 and 20) the foil wad was placed
directly behind the projectile as is usually done. In 2.19-4 (Figures15 and 16),
there wasa spaceof 3 cm between pr._ectile and foil. Neither mechanismseemsto
explain the differe_:.,_ ,n plojectile velocity.
E. VOLTAGE ACROSS THE MUZZLE AND BREECH
Thevoltage differences shownin Figure 22 are related in the following
way:
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where _Z'-is the total current through the arc and /. is the inductance included
between the breech and the arc. Bydecomposing___(L _[) we have:
where L1is the inductance per unit length of the rails. ( _, which is the v_ltage
acrossthe arc, may be measuredanywhereacrossthe rails in front of the a_c.)
The following actual measurementof j_', l", _]_', _, and ,_ taken
at peak current _ = O) were consistentwith Equation 10:
= 290 k amp
/--' = .28/_ h/m
,_ = 3.2 km/sec
= 700 v
V_,, = 440v
The total electric power into the gun is _.7". Of this, _..7" is
irretrievably dissipated !n the arc,/-.Z.Z" goes into increasing the magnetic field in
the region between the breech and the arc, _-' _Z_ " into creating field in the
region being uncoveredby the motionof the arc, and _'Z_-Z'"_; into the kinetic
energy of the arc-projectile system. Thefraction _/i/b is, therefore, a minimum
measureof the energy inefficiency of the gun.
In experimentswith no projectile, J/_,///b appeared to be greater
than 90% indicating a very poor energy efficiency of the gun. When the experiment
wasrepeated with a projectile (a 1/8 inch nylon cube), 1/_/_ wasfound to be
roughly 60% during almost the entire acceleration. Since the magnetic field energy
is always at least as great r_sthe projectile kinetic energy, the net energy efficiency
mustbe lessthan half the complementof 60%, i.e., lessthan 20%. Thegrossenergy
efficiency computedfrom the i_'ojectile massand velocity and the condenserbank
capacity and voltage was2.0% - lessthan the 20% upper limit on the gun'sefficiency,
as it mustbe.
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F. ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS
1. Measurementof the MassRemovedfrom the Rails During a S'._ot
The appearance of the rails showsthat several mils of metal are
removed from the face of the rails forming the barrel during the shot. Someof this is
found redeposited as a very fine film on the side faces of the rails and the adjacent
insulatol as well as upon all exposedsurfaces in front of the gun. The theory of
Section ll.B. requires that the total amount be of the order of 20 milligrams. We have
four estimatesof the mosswhich are consistent with this: the apparent amount removed
from the rail, the amount deposited on the insulator, the amounI deposited on a ballistic
pendulum, and the momentum delivered to the pendulum together w_th the known velocity
of the arc.
The film depositedon the insulator_appears as streaksrunnlng
away from the barrel. In the region near where the arc first strikes, the streaksare
nearly straight and perpendicular to the barrel. Furtherdown the barrel, they slant
more and more towardsthe muzzle, eventually making anglesof say, 15° , and curve
away from the barrel. Thissuggeststhat the metal vapor leaves the barrel at first with
only lateral momentumand, further downthe barrel, with more and moreforward m_,mentum,
so that in the region of high arc velocity the forward componentsbecomesof the order of
four timesgreater than the lateral.
2. Testswith Various Rail Metals
Experimentswith rails of various metalsclave the following results:
Rall Metal Projectile Velocity (km/sec)
Brass 2.0
Soft aluminum 2.1
Mild steel 3.1
Untemperedtool steel 3.2
C_,_per 3.7
Aluminum 7075 3.7
Magnesium 3.9
1/6" copperstrip silver soldered to
mild steel 4.7
.008" cold rolled annealed copper sheath
on untempered tool steel 5.2
Arc Velocity
Copper
2% thoriatl_ tungsten rod silver soldered
to untemperedtool steel 10
_" 39
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Theseexneriments, especialiy the last two, seemto show that
sputteringyield and heat content are not so importantas electrical conductivity and
strength (See Table 1), The dependenceon electrical conductivity is in agtteementwith
the conclus;on,_of Se.tlon II.A.
3. Testswith Various Insulating Linings
Experimentswith gunsof identical constructionexcept for the
thin !nsulating liner next to the rails were done _t a relatively low current to minimize
mechanical effects. The -esultswere as follows:
Insulator Projectile Velocity (km/sec)
G lass 3.8
Melamine-fiberglass !am;note 3.8
Epoxy-flberglasslaminate 2.0
The glassand melamine showedmuch lesserosioncomparedwith
the epoxy.
4. Auxiliary Fie!d Guns.
Two kindsof auxillary-field gunshave been usedby us, In one
kind, the aux;liary-fiold turnsare in serieswith the rails. The net effect of this
arrangementis to increase the ef_ective inductance per unit length(4). Experiments
usinga seriesauxillary-fleld gave an arc_front velocity of 4 km/sec. Thesamegun
usingno auxiliary-fleld gave 2.3 km/sec.
A projectile gun basedon this principle was built (See Figure23)
and gave an immeasurablylow velocity. On the conjecture that this wasdue to increased
ohmic skin heating (See Section ],. B.2), a gun with ;r,depender_tauxiliury-field rums
(See Figure 24) _nd a separate condenser-bank-transformersystemwas built (See
, AppendicesC, D and E). The resultswere that, with the aux;'.iary-field, the gun gave
4.3 kin/see and, without, 4.5 _m/sec. This is understandableunder the consiCerations
of Sect;on II.C.2, in which, after a critical current, or, in the case, a critical
: magnetic pr:_uurehasbeen reached, the velocity decreases.
Two experlr_entt we.e performedin which the auxiliary-fleld
was reversedto opposethe flel.._u, "', the rails. The result was, in both cases, very
low velo_;itles, le_ than 0.4 km/sec. Bothprojectiles were recovered hardly damaged.
The impo-tant con¢lusEonto be drown from this is that the exploding foil effect is
relatively unhnportont In accelerating the projectile compared to the Lorentz force.
4O
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_:igure 24. E×ploded View o:: ,_'i_,,eRr_,i_,-G¢_nwith Sepa,r,a_e l_xiliart-_,:ield
Turns
,_I,.?
III. THE DRAG APPROACH
The drag approach assumesthat the diameter of the projectile is smalle, than the
Ix)re of the tall gun. The projectile is accelerated by the drag force of the plasma.
Th;s approach,doesnot have the velocity limitations found in other approaches, although
it is inefficient from an energy standpoint.
A. MODEL OF THE ARC IN A RAIL GUN AT VERY HIGH CURRENTS
Most of the reported work on ptasmarail guns usesrelatively low density
pla-ma ( <_.1 milligram/cc). For ;he purposeof accelerating a projectile; a high density
( > 1 milligram/cc), high velocity p',asmais desirable. Thiscan be achieved with small
rail spacingsand high current densities.
1"hetheoretical resultsdiscussedin Section Ii. B. gave the arc velocity
as proportional to the peak current ;_"the gun. This result was basedupon the assumption
that the skin friction was negligible. However, it has been ,roundthat as the peak
current is increaseda point is reached where the arc velocity no longer increasesas
rapidly. Including the skin friction in the equation for the arc velocity gives an equation
which morenearly explains the experimental data. The equatiott for the arc in a rail gun
becomes
._t D
where
m is the massof the arc
D is the diameter of the channel
Cf is the skin friction coefficient
F is the force on the arc = 1/2 L' 12where L' is the rate
of changeof inductance with unit length
- We will assumethe velocity is essentially constant particularly in the region of peak
current, i.e., wl_ere
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, (_,_ = __v' = --£
F_, /" = ::_Z.
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For 1/8 inch channel the result is 16 km/sec and for the 1/16 inch channel
the velocity is 14 km/sec. The velocity would increase approximatelyas the squareroot
of the peak current for large currents. The arc velocity acco,ding to this equation
increases inverselyosthe squareroot of the rise .ime, thusshortrise times ale desirable,
from the standpointof arc velocity although the density of the plasma is lower under these
conditions.
B. UNIFORM DENSITY - UNIFORM VELOCITY PLASMA STREAM
The equation for the drag on a projectile is given by
C' Z.
,.I
where
CD = the drag coefficient --- 0.9 for a sphereat Mach 7
/O = density of the stream of gas or plasma
A = the projected area of ti_e projectile
Vpl = velocity of the plas_'la
V = velocity of the projectile
Thesolutionof the above equation for a uniform density uniformvelocity
plasmastreamis
,,,.E,- e,,Pl:- ).7Vo-
where x is the distance the projectile movesin the gun and
Th;scurve is plotted as Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Pellet Velocity as o Function of Relaxation Lengths in the Gun
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A typical example would be for a 10 rail diameter nylon p_ojectile with
a average plasmadensityof 2 mg/cm3
= 8_. x 1.1 x 1/2x 10-2 in,:hes = 8.1 inches
3 x 0.9 2 x 10-3
With a 1/4 inch squarecrosssection channel at 20 kn'y_ec the total
massejected in 30_,sec _s
= 2 x i mg/cc x (2.54/4) 2 x 20,000 x 30 _ sec
= 0.5 milligrams
Theactual quantity of material ejected appearsto be about 50 times
this. The initial density of the first plasmato emergefrom the gun is probably about the above
value. Thedensity would be expected to increasea_d velocity decreasewith tie"_.. By
using a nozzle on the endof t_e gun the pellet would see more nearly constantdensity
and constantvelocity along its path in the gun. This is becauseas the pellet moves
into the nozzle section, a later more densepart of the plasmacolumnwould have reached
the nozzle and would expand and increase in velocity.
C. DISPERSION MEASUREMENTS
Several of the two stageexperimentsresulted in no proiectile emerging
from the secondstageso measurementsof the dispersionof the projectile on the target
_.'eremadeunder a numberof d_fferent condlticns. Thisdata is shownas Table 2. Use
of the dispersionconcept assumesthe distributi,_n about the paint of aim is a circular
normaldistribution. The data obtained is insL;fl_cientto give a accurate measurement
of dispersionbut it does indicate that the dispersionis about 150 milllradians. It would
appear that the smaller the inltiai loading of foll the lower the dispersion.
Dispersionis probably not a highly accurate way of looking at the
probability of a projectile emerging from a long channel without striking the walls.
However, it shouldgive a first approximation to the resultsif it is recognized that the
value used for the dispersion is somewhatsensitive to the length of the channel, the
veiocity and density of the plasma, etc. The probability of a projectile emerging from _"
the channelbecomes
48
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where
<:_ is the dispersion
J?-- is the radius of the channel
L is the length of the channel
N _sthe numberaf projectiles
For a 90% probability
For 1/8 inch radius channel and 150 milliradians dTspersion
N = 2.3x2x0.152x4(D---_) 2
= 0.41 (D-J_)2
Thusfor a L/D of 20 (1/4 inch diameter channel 5 inches long) about 160 projectiles would
be required for n 90O/Oprobabillty of one emerging.
To usea single pe!_et, a taper in the channel of 150 milliradians (-'...8°)
would be required to give a reasonableprobability of one pellet emerging.
D. ABLATION OF THE PROJECTILE
The ablation problem is very similar to the reentry heating problem. The
technique usedfor calculating the thicknessablated is to estimate the heating rate and
make a heat balance, or
-J
where
t = length of time the projectile _s in the stream
x = thicknessablated
• hA = effective heat of ablation
q = heating rate
J:_/v_ = material density49
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One of the equationscommonlyusedforcor_vectiveheat f_uxamthe
stagnationpoint is
'7o : 8 _5 /o _
(See Reference(13))
where
v = velocity f_'/sec
= density
. = atmos_hericdensity
= radius, ft
Assuminga 5 m;I radius particle, atmosphericdensity, and 10 km/sec
relative velocity between the streamand pc_rt_cle,qo = 1.8 x 106 Btu/ft2sec. The
' heat t_ransferalong the side of the body is given from
Stanton #= _ _o I C C
where
= density
2g
Cf --._ 0.OO3
p2/3 __ 1
or
v 3
q = 3700 (I'_3r)
which ;s about 1/10 the above result. There is almost no heat transfer to the rear
surfaceof :he p_llet. Thepellet wi!l tumble in the stream, soall surfaceswould be
_'_ ablated similarly, although cornerswould ablate first. On the basisof the above
5O
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arg'.:ments,the overage heat ng will be assumedto be 20% of the stagnation point : _ :
heating rate. : _ ;
The effect of the high tempe.ature of ihe plasmastreamcan be neglected.
in the calculation of corr.,ective heat transferto the projectile since the kinetic energy :
: of the streamis high compared to the thermal energy (assumingthe ihermal temperature
is 5 ev), 4. e.,
v2 1.I0x 3, 3 x !03)2 21,000 Btu/l
2 g 2 x 32.2 x 778
Eth = ._ 5 ev x 1.6 x 10-12 x 6.02 x = 3, O0 Btu/I
-- _ g/mole x lO/x 10,54ioul_/Btu
2
: The effective heat of ablation is dependentupon the enthalpy of thestream.
For these heat rates an estimateof 5000 Btu/Ib hasbeen used.
The ablation is f:-_Jndfrom the heatbalance
x = _.pt = 0,2. xl,8xlO6x2OxlO-6xl2inches/ft5000 Btu/Ib x 1.2 x 62.4 Ib/ft3
= 0.23 rail
The stagnation point radiative heat transfer, if the plasma is assumedto
be similar to air, iS negligible -just as it is in the earth reentry case. This is because
of the low emissivities. The equation shownbelow assumesatmosphericdensity
qrad = lO0(--v--,-)8"5R I04
= 100,3,3 x '104,,8.5
' 104 )
= 100 x 21,000 x 0.0004 ft
= 840 Btu/ft 2 sec
Fromthesecalculatiam the ablation losswould appear to be negligible
for 10 mi| diameter projecHles with an average relative velocity of 10 km/sec. With
densitiesgreater than atmospheric, and with relative velocltes of 20 km/sec, an ablation
lossof as mucha 1 m;I could be expected.
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,, I:. ::. EXPERIMENTA_RESUL_S --
Table 3 showsthe experimental i'esul_ obtainedusing the exl_erimental_- .
configuration_shownin F{gure26. The tir_.eOf flight is measuredby the time at which an 8
n:i! aluminumsheet is perforated by the pellet, it is necessaryto correct the time of
flight by the length of ti,_.e it tokes the arc to reach the _:ilet and f_r the fact that the
pellet doesnot immediately reach full velocity. Twovelocitiesare quoted for each of
the experiments. One velocity is ca!cL:lated on the foi!0wi,_ basis
Distance from pellet to impact plateray = time of impact - 9 ,_.._ec
The nine microsecondcorrection allows fo the time for the arc to reach the pellet. •
Thusthis velocity is in reality the average velocity of the pellet over its total path
length. Thisshouldbe corrected for the time required to accelerate the pellet to
velocity. The secondveioci_ showncorrects for the time to accelerate to full velocity
by assumingthat the average velocity over the gun lenqth is 2/3 of the final velocity_.
Thus
c
= Distance from ppllet to im__._ct__
V time of impact - 9/usec - I"_L___ 1
L_ V V J where _ = gun length
= Distance from pellet to _mpactplate + 0.5,_
k-9
The relatively small increase in veloc.qy which resultedwhen the peak
current was increased is expected becausethe rise time also increasedand the plasma
velocity shouldbe proportional to__ . The increa._e,_at did result is clueto
the increasedplasmadensity.
Thesemeasurementswere .madewith ny{on particles which varied between
0.004 and 0.010 inch in diameter. Inspectionundera optical comparatorshowedfew
particles outside this size range. The gun which wasusedls shownas Figure 27
F. IMPROVED DESIGN
Figure 28 and Table 4 showthe characteristicsof an improveddesign
"_ which shouldgive an improvedvelocity. Theratio of _ hasbeen increased by
4_o. In addition the increase in _'p shoulddouble the density of the plasma. The
increase in averagedensity will incrcJasethe value of x/._ (gun length/relaxation length)
by a factor of 2. The combination of increasedplasmadensity andvelocity shouldgive
a velocity of 20 km/sec for a 7 mil diameter cylinder and 15 km/sec for a 15 mil
diameter cylinder.
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-,RESULTS'WITHI)RAG TEST
-.- -
.Sabot & _ :
Rise Foil Pellet Sabot* Foil* ** Pellet
Test : _unrent Time Weight Weight Position Position Vav Velocity _,
i- No_. {Megamps) (.psec). (m_) (rag) (cm) (crn) (km/sec) (km/sec)
3,123-1 , O.52 20 ' 50 20 .3 --6 3.7. 3.9 •_'--
3.24-1 O. 52 20• 20 18 4 14 6.4 6. ?
3.24.2 0.52 : 20 _ 10 29 6- t4 7.2 8.0
3.25-2 0,52 20 10 : 28 8 14 4.8 5.3 ,
3.25-3 O.52 20 20 , 20 6 -' 14 8.0 8.8
2. :
3.25-4 O.52 20 50 23 6 14 7.2 8.0
3.27-1"** 0.52 20 20 24 6 14 7.5 8.2
:
3.27-2 ***_ 0.52 20 20 14.5 6 14 8.5 9.4
3.27-3*** 0.7 25 20 19 6 14 9.9 10.3
* Distancesmeasuredfrom r,luzzle end of rails
** Velocity computedas average over total flight path
*** Gun had 15 cm total nozzle length
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Figure 26. Experimental ConflgL;ation for Drag Tests
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_ Tabl 4
.... . e ,. . ;
") 2, _'. ", :_ :;,) : -z .. 0
.... PROPOSEDDESIGN CHAR_CTERISTICS ....... :
, -,. -_ -
-_ ....- . Test Test
.- , :1
•_ 3/27/2 3/27/3 DesignA"
Rall Spacing(inches) _ 0.25 0.25 0.25,
,C
-'Energyof l_nk (ki) : 25. 53" : i00
", c - -;_ _. j
Current (Megaton) --_. $2 O.7 i_.5-£
- 9
2 ",
RiseTime(/usec) 20 25 _: , : 30 .."
PlasmaVeioci_:.(km/sec) 20 " 20 30
22 22 30Gun Length (cm) ,,
: " Velocity (km/sec) 9.4 10.3 20
0.45 0.5 .7V/Vp
×/.,_. 1.5 1.7 3.5
Average PlasmaDensity (mg/cc) 1.7 2 4
• _" .._ _ • 1.,7 2.5 17
(assundngA = 1 in x 1 in)
Velocity.with 15 milsdiameter
projectile
V/Vo o.s
V km/sec 15
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" i Ve[ociiy: ....... ' :'_'"_..... Measurements. -_-_" . " :,., -
:- .... ., FiguresA-1 and A-2. showthesystem used to measuretl_eprojectile ,.
: _ : of- _ _rc_.The _puncturingofthe _0 llght ;veloci.tyancl to0bserve the motion -:" ":_
:-: " tight boxes_and_the impact _ovidethree [ndepbndent_n_asuresofthe velocity of the
__prolechle. Rgure A-3 _slaset o_ typical ..tracesfrom-th_ssystem. Figure A-4 shows
,/:; ;i;. :' _i -the :¢-_hsfi'uct,on_of;the_m_larwindow assembly.througl_.whlch.the_projecti!_epasses,
'" - . " In the drag .techaiquesof_ac_celeratlon:thea.nffre gun assembly ,
:"_: . - is_placedwithin the_9ocuumtank and_dn_.phot0mul_iplieris used to record the o .-_:
• _" floe _" " ; "°" : " - tighbox..._.-"' <:- :hme o netrat:!on_o,.,:the-8_mll_alummu:s etwh_:h.co_ers th t t
,,:,,., 2.:. MagneticFluxLoops.... ." ,-._
:: ' With the high currentsachieved with the transformersbuilt unde-
this cOntract and the resultlnghJgh pressurealong the barrel (See SectLonII. C._)),
we found that flux loopsof the old designp!aCedbetween tee expendable liner _nd
. ..... the supl_rfing blocks (See Figure B-l) were destroyedduring,the_shotand had tc bre
rebuilt for each shot• In orderto avoid this problem, we:deslgnedand built the flux,
:loop assemblyshownin FiguresA-5 and A-6. Its position in the gun is shown
in Figure B-1.
The chief vir;_,esof this device is that, except for the small regicns
occupied by the coils themselves, that part Of the structureexposed to the pressure
of the arc is of high impact melaminefiberglass laminate• Since the epoxy resin
combineswith the melamine, the structure haslittle tendency to delaminic_te.
Repealeduse of this device hasshownonly little moredamagethan solid pieces oF
melamlr_e-fiberglass.
FigureA-7 showsa typical tr_c_._from one of theseloops, tl-,e=,_m._
signal ir,tegrated, and the trace of rail current for the sameshot. The hdegrated
trace representstotal flux through the loop, and, since the arc is trr.veli g with
nearly constantvelocity over the duration of the pulse, the mte._ated trace represents
approximately the current distribution in the arc. The long o.,ershootfollowing the
spike in the integrated trace is probablyd,ae to o slight disorientation of the loop,
which causesit to couple with the current in the rails. At a velocity of 5 km//sec
a currentdistribution like the one shownhas a length of aboct one centimeter.
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FigureA-6. Component.Layersof the Flux LoopSandwich
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APPENDIX B
DEMOUNTABLE GU N
Figures B-1 and B-2 show the construction details of the most recent and most
successful demountable gun. This design enables one to use rail cores and insulators
of any arbitrary material available in slabs, and rail sheathsof any malleable
material available in thin sheets.
The melamine-flberglass laminate (Panelyte #146) was chosen for the
supportingblocks and clampsbecauseof its hardness,density, and high impact
strength. It wasalso chosenfor the expendable insulating lining becau-- of its
resistanceto erosionby the arc (See Section II. F.3).
The epoxy resin usedto cement the barrel assemblyactuqlly combineswith
the melamineas well as bondswith the rall sheathto give additional strength in the
plane of the rails. Byusinga mandrelof the appropriate crosssection, either a
squareor a circular barrel can be fabricated with the epoxy.
The reasonfor not using steel for the clamp is that, for times of the order of
20 ,_sec, magnetic fields due to eddy currents in the clamp would tend to cancel
the fields due to the rall current. Thiswas also the reason for placing the large bolts
of the clamp far from the rails.
b.
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Figure B-1. ExplodedView of Demountable R_'_IGun
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FigureB-2. DemountableGun in Clamp
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APPENDIX C
TRANSFORMERS
Two air-core transformers with low leakage inductance were built to bring
the condenser bank voltage (up to 20 kv) closer to the breech voltage of the gun or
the voltage of the auxiliary field turns (about 1 kv) and, thereby, increase the
current. Figures C-1, C-2 and C-3 and Table C-1 give the performance and
construction specifications of the transformersas weel as the construction of the
iecds used to connect the secondary s;de to various equipment.
Table C-1
Pulse Transformer Specifications
Number of Primary Turns 4.6 10.6
Dimension A 26" 32"
B 13-3/4" 12"
C 6" 3"
D 30" 36"
E 10" 7"
Secondary Induction .13 ,,uh .087 ,,_h
Effective admittance* 26 mho 36 mho
Ringing period with typical load 60psec 200"/us_c
"_ * The ratio of peak secondarycurrent to the peak voltage of the
142 fd condemer bank with a typical load on the secondary.
71
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FigureC-3. BrassLeadsfromTransformerintoVacuumSystem
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APPENDIX D
AuxiLIARY FIELD AND TWO-STAGE SYSTEMS
In order to perform experiments with auxiliary-field turns and with a two-stage
gun the system shown in Figures D-1, D-2 a_d D-3 was built. Figure D-4 showsthe
two-stage gun.
The new condenser bank consists of tenfJfd, 20 kv capacitors of the same type
as used in the old bank (Sangamo, type EDC, Closs B). (In addition to these, an
eleventh capacitors w.ere bought to replace a damaged one in the old bank.) These
ten capacitors were stropped together in pairs and each pair placed on a separate,
four wheel dolly. Eachcapacitor is connected to the spark gap switch by separate
coaxial cables. (See Figure D-5). This bank was used with the old bank in experiments
with auxiliary-field turns and with t_o-stage guns.
A remote contrL.-t charging and automatic crowbar mechanism was attached
to the new bank. The charging leads are connected to ,_hesame power supply as the
old bank so that both banks may be charged in parallt:l, each being disconnected
from the charging supply as it reaches the desired voltage. The banks are discharged
through their respective spark gaps _n a controlled time sequence provided by an
Abtronix delay chassis. Figure D-6 showsthe construction of the triggered spark gap.
: 75
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II
FigureD-3. BrassLeadsfrom Transformersto Sec_ld Stage
of Two-Stage Gun or to AuxTl|ary Field Turns
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Figure D-5. Constructionof WitnessPlate and Impact
Microphone
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FigureD-6. ConstructionDetails of Spark Gap
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